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ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE 
SECTION II 

Time—90 minutes 
4 Questions 

 
Directions:  Answer all four questions, which are weighted equally; the suggested time is about 22 minutes for 
answering each question. Write all your answers on the pages following the questions in the pink booklet. Where 
calculations are required, clearly show how you arrived at your answer. Where explanation or discussion is  
required, support your answers with relevant information and/or specific examples. 
 
 
 1. Read the editorial below and answer the questions that follow. 

 

(a) On the basis of the article above, indicate one human activity that releases mercury into the environment. 
Describe how mercury is transported from that source and enters aquatic systems, often hundreds of miles 
away. 

(b) Describe TWO ways that the amount of mercury released into the environment from the source in part (a) 
could be reduced. 

(c) Explain why there are greater health risks associated with eating large predatory fish, such as tuna and sea 
bass, than from eating small nonpredatory fish. 

(d) Identify a toxic metal other than mercury that has a negative impact on human health and describe how it is 
introduced into the environment. Describe an acute sublethal effect on humans that results from exposure  
to this metal. 
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 2. West Fremont is a community consisting of 3,000 homes. A small coal-burning power plant currently supplies 
electricity for the town. The capacity of the power plant is 12 megawatts (MW) and the average household 
consumes 8,000 kilowatt hours (kWh) of electrical energy each year. The price paid to the electric utility by 
West Fremont residents for this energy is $0.10 per kWh. The town leaders are considering a plan, the West 
Fremont Wind Project (WFWP), to generate their own electricity using 10 wind turbines that would be located 
on the wooded ridges surrounding the town. Each wind turbine would have a capacity of 1.2 MW and each 
would cost the town $3 million to purchase, finance, and operate for 25 years. 

(a) Assuming that the existing power plant can operate at full capacity for 8,000 hrs/yr, how many kWh of 
electricity can be produced by the plant in a year? 

(b) At the current rate of electrical energy use per household, how many kWh of electrical energy does the 
community consume in one year? 

(c) Compare your answers in (a) and (b) and explain why you would or would not expect the numbers to be  
the same. 

(d) Assuming that the electrical energy needs of the community do not change during the 25-year lifetime of the 
wind turbines, what would be the cost to the community of the electricity supplied by the WFWP over 25 
years? Express your answer in dollars/kWh. 

(e) Identify and explain TWO environmental benefits to West Fremont of switching from coal to wind power 
and TWO environmental costs to West Fremont of switching from coal to wind power. 

 
 
 
 
 3. Radioactive isotopes are widely used in the field of medicine, in the generation of electricity, and in the military. 

The use of radioactive isotopes has increased significantly over the past fifty years, leading to a corresponding 
increase in the amount of radioactive waste produced. The question of how to deal with radioactive waste is  
a topic of ongoing environmental concern. 

 
(a) Explain how the properties of low-level radioactive waste differ from those of high-level radioactive waste 

and how these properties lead to different storage requirements. For one of the two types of radioactive 
waste, give an example of a specific isotope that may be present in the waste, and explain how human 
activity generates the waste. 

(b) The United States Department of Energy recently chose Yucca Mountain in Nevada as the site for the deep 
underground burial of high-level radioactive waste. Describe THREE characteristics of an ideal deep 
underground storage site for high-level radioactive waste. 

(c) Identify TWO other options that have been suggested for the long-term management of radioactive waste. 
Discuss the feasibility of each method. 

(d) Exposure to high levels of ionizing radiation has adverse effects on human health and can result in 
immediate death. Identify one sublethal adverse effect on human health that can result from exposure  
to ionizing radiation, and explain how this effect is caused by the radiation. 
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 4. Suppose that you have just started a summer internship working for a cooperative extension service, where you 
will collect soil samples, conduct laboratory and field tests, and make recommendations on soil conservation and 
agricultural practices. 

 
(a) Identify and describe one chemical soil test and one physical soil test that could be performed and explain 

how the results of these tests will allow the cooperative extension service to make specific recommendations 
for sustainable agriculture. 

(b) Explain one advantage and one disadvantage to using inorganic commercial fertilizers. 

(c) Describe TWO soil conservation practices that are designed to decrease soil erosion. 

(d) Identify one biome that is characterized by soil that is rich in humus. Describe how humus originated in the 
soils of this biome and TWO ways that humus improves soil conditions for plant growth. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

END OF EXAMINATION 


